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made simple

NEEDS TARGET INTERVIEW HIRE RESULTS

hiring executives
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bottom line for you? Fast Results

We Represent Key Executives Working for Your Top Competitors who are Looking 
to Confidentially Explore New Opportunities. You Have Hiring Needs. We Can Save 
You Tons of Time. You Can Be Interviewing Someone in Days, Not Weeks or Months.

To See How We Can Add Value to Your Company and to Schedule a Confidential 
Needs Analysis, See Pages 6 and 7.

NEEDS
Tell us your exact needs and your ideal Executive you wish to Hire. 

TARGET
Our Research and Sourcing Team focuses and Targets prime Auto 
Executives working at Top Competitors or related Companies.

INTERVIEW
You Interview your ideal Executive(s) that we targeted for you.

HIRE
You decide which Executive(s) you would like to make an offer to 
and Hire.

RESULTS
Based on hiring the Executive(s) we referred, you pay us a nominal 
Results-Based fee for each key position filled.
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our results-based
proprietary process

- Our Research and Sourcing Team focuses and targets gathering key Intel on prime Passive 
Candidates (these are key Executives who are not actively looking) from Top Competitors and 
related Companies that have the desired background you are looking for.

- Key Intel, such as: Executive name, direct contact information, including email addresses, cell 
phone #’s and direct phone #’s, including interested Executive resumes.

- This will be achieved by creating customized and highly-targeted Passive Candidate Funnels 
to attract and help recruit and fill the desired positions, by targeting prime skill-set Executives 
from Competitors and related Companies, and running continuous proprietary Competition 
Intel™ Drip Campaigns to attract and recruit these Executives.

- Executive Intel, such as email / phone / text responses, will be followed up on daily by our 
Automotive Recruiters. Details will be worked out with Client Company (that’s you) for best 
work-flow and process efficiency for referring desired Executives for Phone Interviews and 
Face-to-Face Interviews. 

STRATEGIC METHOD OF ATTRACTING KEY EXECUTIVES 
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- For example, let’s say there is an Executive you hired at $150,000 per year. Our Automotive  
Recruiting fee for filling these types of roles is 10% of Executive’s anticipated first year salary. 
This would be $15,000 ($150,000 x 10% = $15,000). 

- The $2500 initial engagement fee paid in so far, would credit against the $15,000 (10% 
Automotive Recruiting fee), leaving a balance of $12,500 to be paid for hiring the Executive.

- As you can see, the initial engagement fee is merely a credit against the Automotive Recruiting 
fee of 10% of anticipated Executive first year salary. It is just so you have “skin in the game” 
and we both have each others attention.

- The Automotive Recruiting fee balance is paid only when you actually hire one of those 
Executives we refer to you.

HOW THE RESULTS-BASED FEE IS CALCULATED

- Automotive Recruiting using our proprietary methods to attract the key Executives you want 
to hire. We act as your engaged Automotive Recruiting Partner to help find and fill the type of 
skill-set position(s) in the specified region and city you desire.

- This is pipelining the desired Automotive Executives to your Leadership Team to interview, 
thus saving a huge amount of their time and effort.

- 10% Results-Based fee (of Executive’s anticipated first year salary) for each position filled.

- 90 Day Executive Replacement Guarantee.

$2500.00 initial engagement fee*  
(*This initial engagement fee is just so there is “skin in the game” and we both have each others attention. It is merely a credit against 

the 10% Results-Based recruiting fee of Executive’s anticipated first year salary to fill these specified roles.)

INITIAL ENGAGEMENT WITH NEW CLIENT COMPANIES
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how can we add value
to your company?
As a niche Industry expert in the Automotive space, 

we personally have a deep Rolodex of Executives (Passive 

Candidates) currently employed with your competitors who 

have unparalleled, quantifiable, track records of success. 

These key Automotive Executives can solve your problems 

immediately, increase profitability within your Auto Group, 

Dealership or Automotive Shop and hit the ground running to 

add the most impact for your organization.

Over 650+ successful placements of Automotive 

Executives. Positions including:  C-Level, V-Level (Operations, 

Fixed Ops, Sales, Marketing), Director-Level (Service, Parts, 

Collision), Managerial-Level (General, Service, Parts, Collision), 

as well as Individual Contributors and Advisors (Sales, 

Marketing, Business Development, Service, Parts, Collision). All 

types of Automotive Executives for every major Car and Truck 

Brand, both foreign and domestic, including Auto Groups, 

Dealership locations and Automobile Manufacturers.

17+ total years experience in Marketing, Recruiting, 

Automotive Executive Search, exclusively specializing in the 

Automotive space, including Top Nationwide Automotive 

Groups, Individual Dealership Locations, and Automobile 

Manufacturers, both publicly and privately held.

Top 1% of Automotive Recruiters and Search Firms in the 

United States within the Automotive Industry. 

Quick and nimble. While other Automotive Recruiters are 

having meeting upon meeting to “discuss” your ideal hire, our 

Research and Sourcing Team is already engaged in searching 

and communicating with that one person that fits your needs.

Surgical Removal:  we go in and “surgically remove” from 

your Automotive competitors, the exact type of Executive you 

want working for your company.

Executive Stick Rate:  the % of Executives placed who are 

still employed at the same level or higher, within the respective 

organization, 2 years from date of hire. Our stick rate is 91%, 

while the National average is approximately 40%.

Executive Accuracy Rate:  the % of time the first Executive 

that is presented is hired.  78% is our average for the first 

Executive.  Additionally, we fill positions 92% of the time 

after 3 Executives are interviewed, and 99.9% of the time 

after 5 Executives (at most) are interviewed.

Speed to Hire:  Automotive ExecutivesTM averages only 27 

to 42 days, while the National average is 90 to 120 days.

bottom line for you? Fast Results
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Schedule a Confidential Needs Analysis. Call or email: needs@autoexecs.org

car brands and auto groups we engage with:

Our clients range in size from $20M+ to $1B+ and are both privately held and publicly traded companies.

What are your automotive human capital hiring needs?

los angeles, CA 323-238-2326
Serving all 50 States and CanadaCorporate Headquarters
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